**Instant Doctor- Chicago Premiere**

Live-Action Short Film  
Brazil, English  
7 Minutes  
Directed by: Diogo Gameiro

What will the future of healthcare hold? Will algorithms eclipse doctors entirely? Instant doctor is a short film to show appreciation for doctors and healthcare human workers everywhere.

**Screenings:**

- **THE GREAT MALAISE Ages 13+**

**Umbrella**

Animated Short Film  
Brazil, English  
8 Minutes  
Director by: Helena Hilario
While at a care home, a boy learns to put his past behind him and make a kind gesture to a newcomer.

**Screenings:**

- **SO HIGH UP Grades K-2**
- **WORDS AND DEEDS Grades 3-5**

**Fifi & Friends: “Whale”- World Premiere**

Animated TV  
Brazil, English, Spanish  
3 Minutes  
Directed by: Gustavo Amaral

On an island of migratory birds, Fifi is a friendly young English-speaking bird who loves meeting new friends. When she meets Max, a Spanish-speaker, they must each learn the word "whale" in each other’s native language so they can share in the excitement of whale-watching!

**Screenings:**

- **ANIMAL ANTICS, Ages 2-5**  
- **FIRST IMPRESSIONS, Grades Pre K & K**

**Boy in the Woods- World Premiere**
Animated Short Film
Brazil, Nonverbal
12 Minutes
Directed by: Fabiano Leandro Pandolfi

When an adventure in the woods goes awry, a boy knows he can always count on his father.

Screenings:

- TOGETHER TIME Ages 8-10

**Napo- Chicago Premiere**

Animate Short Film
Brazil, Nonverbal
17 Minutes
Directed by: Gustavo Ribeiro

John, unable to understand the illness that drives his grandfather between past and present states. When he discovers an old album full of photographs he lets the images guide his imagination, transforming his grandpa’s memories into drawing interpretations. In turn, this shapes their relationship into a history of remembrance and memory building.

Screenings:
CICFF 2020 Brazil Films

- LIFE CYCLES Ages 8-10
- TOGETHER TIME Ages 8-10

Amani’s Veil- Chicago Premiere

Live-Action Short Film
Brazil, Portuguese w/ English Subtitles
15 Minutes
Directed by: Renata Diniz

Amani and her father are refugees who have come to Brazil. When Amani’s friend, Maria, gives her a bikini and pressures her to wear it, Amani must learn to face Maria’s ignorance of Islamic practices. Amani tries to maintain her friendship with Maria despite her learned prejudices against Muslims.

Screenings:

- WHEN THE RAIN STOPS Ages 11-13
- IMMIGRATION STORIES Grades 6-8, Ages 11-13